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Resisting conventional systems against earthquake force experience inelastic behavior along large earthquake that 
resulted in distributing damage and residual drifts, Therefore, repairing these damages are not affordable and sometimes 
leads to the destruction of structure (Eatherton et al., 2008).

The used system in this article is steel-braced frame with controlled damage that has rocking ability. This system make 
promoted seismic performance by reducing damages that created by earthquake. This system has parts such as 1. post 
tensioning tendons that make self centering ability and 2. replaceable fuses for concentrating damage (Hajjar et al., 2010). 
So, it’s expected, with using this system and with acceptable cost, there isn’t be any damage and residual drifts, and frame 
be remained elastic. For examining seismic behavior of this system, one of the response parameters and common criteria is 
the column axial force that it is studied in both state of  the presence and absence of the rocking motion.   

The system that is used in this paper is the three floor steel braced frame with controlled damage and rocking ability. It’s 
modeled in OpenSees. Figure 1 shows the frame in this paper.

Figure 1. Steel braced frame with controlled damage and rocking ability

In this study, steel braced frame with controlled damage and rocking ability is analyzed under 22 far field earthquake 
records and three different scale factors. The column axial force is calculated for first floor and the average of maximum 
axial force in columns for 22 earthquake records at every scale factor is compared with steel braced frames with controlled 
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damage but without the rocking ability.
In Figure 2, the comparing results of the average values for the maximum axial force in the columns under the 22 far 

field earthquake records at three scale factors has been shown. 

Figure 2. The comparing results of the average value of the maximum axial force in the columns
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